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Neston Primary School 

 E-Safety Policy 

In our school we understand the educational benefits of curriculum Internet use.  All 
staff recognise potential dangers and ensures appropriate, effective and safe pupil 

use.  This policy outlines the approaches we use to safe internet use. 
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1. Introduction 

At Neston School we believe secure and effective Internet access for pupils should be seen 
as an entitlement on the basis of educational need and an essential resource for staff.  
Management that recognises the online safety issues and plans accordingly will help to 
ensure appropriate, effective and safe use by all.   

The Internet is now regarded as an essential resource to support teaching and learning. The 
statutory curriculum requires pupils to learn how to locate, retrieve and exchange information 
using Information Communication Technologies (ICT).  In delivering the curriculum, teachers 
need to plan to integrate the use of communications technology such as web-based 
resources and e-mail and mobile learning, such as phones.  Computer skills are vital to 
access life-long learning and employment; indeed ICT is now seen as an essential life-skill. 

Young people have access to the Internet from many places, home, school, friends‟ homes, 
libraries and in some cases mobile devices. Schools have a number of services to help 
ensure that curriculum use is safe and appropriate, however, access out of school does not 
usually have these services and has a range of risks associated with its use.  Schools are 
ideally placed to help young people learn to become e-safe. This policy is therefore designed 
to help us consider the ways that we can not only ensure safe use in our school, but also how 
they will teach safe use for pupils and students while on-line from home etc.  

In line with school policies that protect pupils from other dangers, there is a requirement to 
provide pupils with as safe an Internet environment as possible and a need to teach them to 
be aware of and respond responsibly to the risks.   

It is important that our school, as well as parents adopt strategies for the safe and responsible 
use of the Internet. The content within this document are presented to reflect current best 
practice and will be reviewed accordingly. 

 

2. Core Principles of Internet Safety 

 
The Internet is becoming as commonplace as the telephone or TV and its effective use is an 
essential life-skill.  Unmediated Internet access brings with it the possibility of placing of pupils 
in embarrassing, inappropriate and even dangerous situations.  Schools need a policy to help 
to ensure responsible use and the safety of pupils.   

Our E-Safety Policy is built on the following five core principles: 
 

2.1:  Guided educational use 

Significant educational benefits should result from curriculum Internet use including access to 
information from around the world and the abilities to communicate widely and to publish 
easily.  Curriculum Internet use should be planned, task-orientated and educational within a 
regulated and managed environment.  Directed and successful Internet use will also reduce the 
opportunities for activities of dubious worth.  
 
2.2:  Risk assessment 

21
st
 century life presents dangers including violence, racism and exploitation from which 

children and young people need to be protected.  At the same time they must learn to 
recognise and avoid these risks – to become “Internet Wise”.  We need to ensure that they are 
fully aware of the risks, perform risk assessments and implement a policy for Internet use.  
Pupils need to know how to cope if they come across inappropriate material.   

Pupils may obtain Internet access in youth clubs, libraries, and public access points, in homes 
and now increasingly on mobile technologies.  Ideally a similar approach to risk assessment 
and Internet safety would be taken in all these locations, although risks do vary with the 
situation.    
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2.3:  Responsibility  

Internet safety depends on staff, schools, governors, advisers, parents and, where appropriate, 
the pupils themselves taking responsibility for the use of Internet and other communication 
technologies such as mobile phones.  The balance between educating pupils to take a 
responsible approach and the use of regulation and technical solutions must be judged 
carefully. There are a number of technical solutions to help limit Internet access, though; it is 
the appropriateness and consistency of the school‟s E-Safety policy that is of overriding 
importance.   
 
2.4:  Regulation  

The use of a finite and expensive resource, which brings with it the possibility of misuse, 
requires regulation.  In some cases, access within schools must simply be denied, for instance 
unmoderated chat rooms present immediate dangers and are usually banned.  Fair rules, 
clarified by discussion and prominently displayed at the point of access will help pupils make 
responsible decisions.   
 
2.5:  Appropriate strategies 

This document describes strategies to help to ensure responsible and safe use.  They are 
based on limiting access, developing responsibility and on guiding pupils towards educational 
activities.  Strategies must be selected to suit the school situation and their effectiveness 
monitored.  There are no straightforward or totally effective solutions and staff, parents 
and the pupils themselves must remain vigilant at all times.   
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Neston Primary School E-Safety Policy 

 

3. The Policy 

The school E-Safety policy is part of the review process within the School Development Plan.  
It relates to the schools other policies for example behaviour, anti-bullying, personal, social 
and health education (PSHE), child protection and Staff Code of Conduct for Safer Working 
Practice. 

 Our online policy has been written by Neston School, building on the Wiltshire online 
template policy and government guidance.  It has been agreed by the senior 
management and approved by governors.  It will be reviewed annually.    

 

4.  Why is Internet use important? 

 The purpose of Internet use in school is to raise educational standards, to promote pupil 
achievement, wellbeing and to support the professional work of staff and to enhance the 
school’s management information and business administration systems. 

 Internet use is a part of the statutory curriculum and a necessary tool for staff and pupils. 

 Internet access is an entitlement for students who show a responsible and mature 
approach to its use.  

 The Internet is an essential element in 21
st
 century life for education, business and social 

interaction, using the Internet is now considered a vital life-skill.  The school has a duty to 
provide students with quality Internet access as part of their learning experience.  

 Pupils use the Internet widely outside school and need to learn how to evaluate Internet 
information and to take care of their own safety and security. 

 

5.  How will Internet use enhance learning? 

There are now an increased number of technologies using Internet access both within school 
and at home. Developing good practice in Internet use as a tool for teaching and learning is 
clearly essential.  Teachers need to help pupils learn to become “web literate”, for example, 
understand the need to keep personal information safe and to appreciate that as with all 
publishing a critical awareness of validity is important.  

 The school Internet access will be designed expressly for educational use and will 
include filtering appropriate to the age of pupils.  

 It facilitates educational and cultural exchanges between pupils worldwide. 

 It enables access to educational materials and helps with effective curriculum 
practice. 

 The use of collaborative working practices employed across schools networks will 
allow instant posting and Blogging of information.  Empowers effective information 
exchange to all. 

 Pupils will learn appropriate Internet use and be given clear objectives for Internet 
usage.  

 Staff will guide pupils in online activities that will support the learning outcomes 
planned for the pupils’ age and maturity. 

 Pupils will be educated in the effective use of the Internet in research, including the 
skills of knowledge location, retrieval and evaluation. 

 

6.  How will Internet access be authorised? 

Internet access for pupils should be seen as an entitlement on the basis of educational need 
and an essential resource for staff.  Parental permission for access will be sought on joining 
the school and at start of next Key Stage. Ideally inappropriate material would not be visible to 
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pupils using the web but this cannot be guaranteed. The school receives Internet Service 
Provision (ISP) from School Care proactively monitors Internet usage for illegal (attempted 
access of child abuse and incitement for racial hatred) websites and will notify the local police 
and Local Authority in these instances.  

 We will keep a record of all staff and pupils who are granted Internet access.  The 
record will be kept up-to-date; for instance a member of staff may leave or a pupil’s 
access be withdrawn.   

 Our home-school agreement will include the acceptable use policy and guidance for 
video, sound and images for publication online.  

 At Key Stage 1, access to the Internet will be by adult demonstration with directly 
supervised access to specific, approved online materials. 

 Parents will be informed that pupils will be provided with supervised Internet access  

 

7.  How will filtering be managed? 

Despite careful design, filtering systems cannot be completely effective due to rapidly 
changing web content.  

Levels of access and supervision will vary according to the pupil‟s age and experience.  
Internet access must be appropriate for all members of the school community from youngest 
pupil to staff. Teachers might need to research areas including drugs, medical conditions, 
bullying, racism or harassment.  In such cases, legitimate use should be recognised and 
restrictions removed temporarily.  

Senior Staff in the school should be aware that school Internet use can be monitored in a 
number of ways, e.g. how much bandwidth is being used during the day (e.g. if this peaks 
during break times, are pupils being allowed to play online games, if so is this appropriate?). 
Schools can also review the list of most popular sites visited and most popular banned sites 
(attempted). Schools can also allow members of staff to have unrestricted access to the 
Internet, e.g. for the purposes of downloading specific applications, reviewing sites that are 
normally banned, e.g. the Holocaust. It is essential that the senior management manages all 
of this information, i.e. they know who has unfiltered access, are the most popular sites 
accessed by the school, etc. 
 
 

 A log of all staff with unfiltered access to the Internet will be kept and reviewed every 
six months. 

 A designated senior member of staff will review the popular permitted and banned 
sites accessed by the school.  

 The school will work in partnership with parents, Wiltshire Council, DFE and the 
School Care to ensure systems to protect pupils are reviewed and improved. 

 If staff or pupils discover unsuitable sites, the URL (address) and content must be 
reported to the Internet Service Provider (School Care) via the school Computing co-
ordinator. (See appendix for contact details). 

 Website logs will be regularly sampled, monitored and reported back to the Head 
Teacher. 

 Senior staff will ensure that regular checks are made to ensure that the filtering 
methods selected are appropriate, effective and reasonable.  

 Any material that the school believes is illegal must be referred to the appropriate 
authorities i.e. head teacher, LADO, Police, Internet Watch Foundation. 
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8. How will the risks be assessed? 

As the quantity and breadth of the information available through the Internet continues to 
grow it is not possible to guard against every undesirable situation.  The school will address 
this issue as it is difficult to completely remove the risk of pupils potential to access unsuitable 
materials via the school system.  The school will include a disclaimer such as the following. 

In common with other media such as magazines, books and video, some material available 
via the Internet is unsuitable for pupils.  The school will take all reasonable precautions to 
ensure that users access only appropriate material.  However, due to the international scale 
and linked nature of Internet content, it is not possible to guarantee that unsuitable material 
will never appear on a school computer.  Neither the school nor Wiltshire County Council can 
accept liability for the material accessed, or any consequences of Internet access.  

The head teacher will ensure that the E-Safety policy is implemented and compliance with the 
policy monitored.  

 

9.  Managing Content 

9.1 How will pupils learn to evaluate Internet content? 

Information received via the web, email or text message requires good information-handling 
skills and digital literacy skills.  In particular it may be difficult to determine origin and accuracy, 
as the contextual clues present with books or TV may be missing or difficult to read.  Pupils 
need to understand that some content is deliberately misleading, while some is/may be 
unsuitable from purely a reading-age perspective. Ideally inappropriate material would not be 
visible to pupils using the web but this is not easy to achieve and cannot be guaranteed.  It is a 
sad fact that pupils may occasionally be confronted with inappropriate material, despite all 
attempts at filtering.  Pupils should be taught what to do if they experience material that they 
find distasteful, uncomfortable or threatening.  For example: to close the page and report the 
URL to the teacher or school ICT manager for inclusion in the list of blocked sites.  More often, 
pupils will be judging reasonable material but need to select that which is relevant to their 
needs, for instance to answer a question.  Pupils should be taught research techniques and 
encouraged to question the validity, currency and origins of information – looking for the 
author‟s name, date of revision and whether others link to the site is a start.  Pupils should also 
use alternative sources of information for comparison purposes.  Effective guided use should 
also reduce the opportunity pupils have for exploring undesirable areas.  

Access to sensitive sites, for example those that record the Holocaust, may be required for the 
duration of a specific educational activity by supervised pupils of appropriate age.  All Wiltshire 
schools have the ability to permit and deny websites and specific content through their own 
local filtering – more information is available from School Care. 

Using Internet derived materials in pupils‟ own work requires at least an understanding that 
straight copying is worth little without a commentary that demonstrates the selectivity used and 
evaluates significance.  Respect for copyright law and Intellectual Property Rights (IPR), and 
the correct usage of published material needs to be taught throughout our ICT teaching.  

 If staff or pupils discover unsuitable sites, the URL (address) and content must be 
reported to the School Care  

 We will ensure that the use of Internet derived materials by staff and by pupils 
complies with copyright law. 

 Specific lessons will be included within the ICT Scheme of Work that teaches all 
pupils how to read for information from web resources. 

 A nominated person will be responsible for permitting and denying additional 
websites as requested by colleagues. (Andy Howe and Pam Evans) (Note. 
Should this be the post title not the named individual?) 

 Pupils will be taught to acknowledge the source of information used and to respect 
copyright and IPR when using Internet material in their own work.  
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9.2 How should website content be managed?  

Many schools have created excellent websites that inspire pupils to publish work of a high 
standard.  Websites can celebrate pupils‟ work, promote the school and publish resources for 
projects or homework.  

Although there are many ways to obtain information about schools and pupils, for instance a 
school newsletter, a school's website can be accessed by anyone on the Internet.  Publication 
of information should be considered from a security viewpoint.  Material such as staff details 
or a detailed plan of the school may be better published in the school handbook or on an 
intranet and thereby restricted to known persons.   

Photographs, audio and video of a pupil should not be published without the parent‟s or 
carer‟s written permission.  The school will request permission to publish images of work or 
appropriately taken photographs of pupils on admission. 

 The point of contact on the website should be the school address, school e-mail and 
telephone number.  Staff or pupils’ home information will not be published. 

 Pupils’ full names will not be used anywhere on the website, particularly in 
association with photographs. 

 Written permission from parents or carers will be obtained before photographs of 
pupils are published on the school website – this permission will be given on arrival to 
our school 

 Where audio and video are included; the nature of the items uploaded will not include 
full names or addresses 

 The head teacher, SLT and school ICT coordinator will take overall editorial 
responsibility and ensure that content is accurate and appropriate. Class teachers will 
also have responsibility over the content they upload. 

 The copyright of all material must be held by the school, or be attributed to the owner 
where permission to reproduce has been obtained. 

 

9.3 Learning Platform and Virtual Learning Environment  

 
An effective learning platform (LP) or virtual learning environment (VLE) can offer schools a 
wide range of benefits to teachers, pupils and parents, as well as support for management 
and administration. 
 

 All users will be required to use an age appropriate password to access the relevant 
content of the LP, which must not be shared with others. 

 SLT and staff will regularly monitor the usage of the LP by pupils and staff in all areas, in 
particular message and communication tools and publishing facilities. 

 Pupils/staff will be advised about acceptable conduct and use when using the LP. 

 Only members of the current pupil, parent/carers and staff community will have access to 
the LP. 

 All users will be mindful of individual and intellectual property and will upload only 
appropriate content to the LP.   

 When a user leaves the school their account or rights to relevant content areas will be 
disabled or transferred to their new establishment. 
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10.  Communication 
10.1 Managing e-mail  

The government encourages the use of e-mail as an essential means of communication for 
both staff and pupils.  Directed e-mail use can bring significant educational benefits and 
interesting projects between schools. However, the use of e-mail requires that the 
implications for the school and for the pupils have been thought out and that appropriate 
safety measures have been put in place.  Un-regulated e-mail can provide a means of access 
to a pupil that bypasses the traditional school boundaries.  The central question is the degree 
of responsibility for self-regulation that may be delegated to an individual pupil.  Once e-mail 
is available it is difficult to control its content.  Restriction of incoming and outgoing e-mail to 
approved addresses and filtering for unsuitable content and viruses is now possible.  
Personal email accounts must be used with care and any attachments must be scanned for 
viruses and not opened unless the recipient is confident they are safe. Pupils will not be 
contacted by email and the school does not have record of pupils email addresses. 
Communication via email will be through the schools administration or the head teacher. 

 

 Whole-class or group e-mail addresses should be used for educational purposes only.  

 Pupils should use email in an acceptable way.  Sending images without consent, 
messages that cause distress and harassment to others are considered significant 
breaches of school conduct and will be dealt with accordingly. 

 E-mail sent to an external organisation should be written carefully and authorised before 
sending, in the same way as a letter written on school headed paper.  

 Pupils may only use approved e-mail accounts on the school system. 

 Pupils must immediately tell a responsible adult if they receive offensive e-mail. 

 Staff must use official school provided email accounts for all professional 
communications. 

 

10.2 Online communications and social networking.  

A number of technologies and software are now available allowing forms of communication 
other than e-mail; Chat, Apps and Social Networking Sites allow pupils to send text 
messages, pictures, voice and web cam video in real time. 

The ability to post personal information and communicate with friends is hugely appealing to 
young people, with an increasing number of Key Stage 2 pupils having accessed these 
services.  It is a major concern how pupils use these appropriately and safely.  For example to 
ensure that only very limited personal information is included on a person‟s social networking 
site, not allowing them to be easily identified.  All of these services and ones similar in nature 
are filtered by School Care . These are banned from pupil access while at school, but are 
likely to be accessible from home.  Schools have a key role to teach young people about the 
importance of keeping personal information safe, not posting comments and pictures of other 
people that may cause upset and to communicate in an appropriate manner. 

 Students / pupils will be taught about how to keep personal information safe when using 
online services. Examples would include real name, address, mobile or landline phone 
numbers, school attended, IM and email addresses, full names of friends/family, specific 
interests and clubs etc. Each year group will have specific computing  lessons dedicated 
to E-safety. 

 The school will conduct pupil surveys about home use of ICT.  It will gauge the range of 
activities which pupils undertake and how safely they are using them, e.g. keeping 
personal information safe, experiences of cyber bullying etc. 

 The use of pupil online communication is not permitted in school. 

 Staff wishing to use Social Media tools with students as part of the curriculum will risk 
assess the sites before use and check the sites terms and conditions to ensure the site is 
age appropriate.  Staff will obtain documented consent from the Senior Leadership Team 
before using Social Media tools in the classroom. 
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 Staff official blogs or wikis should be password protected and only operate with approval 
from the SLT. 

 Personal publishing will be taught via age appropriate sites that are suitable for 
educational purposes.  The schools ICT Lead will moderate them where possible. 

 Pupils will be advised on security and privacy online and will be encouraged to set 
passwords, deny access to unknown individuals and to block unwanted communications.  
Pupil will be encouraged to approve and invite known friends only on social networking 
sites and to deny access to others by making profiles private. 

 No member of the school community should publish specific and detailed private thoughts 
about the school, especially those that may be considered threatening, hurtful or 
defamatory. 

 Parents wishing to photograph or video at an event should be made aware of the schools 
expectations and be required to comply with the schools Responsible Use Policy (RUP) 
as a condition of permission to photograph or record. 

 Concerns regarding students’ use of social networking, social media and personal 
publishing sites (in or out of school) will be raised with their parents/carers, particularly 
when concerning students’ underage use of sites. 

 Staff personal use of social networking, social media and personal publishing sites will be 
discussed as part of staff induction and safe and professional behaviour will be outlined in 
the school RUP. 

 In line with, ‘Guidance for Safer Working Practice for Adults who Work with Children and 
Young People’ it will not be considered appropriate for staff to engage in personal online 
communications with children and young people, parents or carers.  Express care is also 
to be taken regarding the use of social networking sites. 

 

10.3   Mobile devices (Including Bring-Your-Own-Devices BYOD)  

Mobile devices refer to any device that provides access to the Internet or internal network for 
example, tablet (Apple, Android, Windows, and other operating systems), e-readers, mobile 
phones, iPad, iPod touch and digital cameras. Many emerging communications technologies 
offer the potential to develop new teaching and learning tools.  
 
Mobile devices can be used to facilitate communication in a variety of ways with text, images, 
sound and Internet accesses all common features.  A policy, which prohibits users from taking 
mobile devices to school, could be considered to be unreasonable and unrealistic for schools 
to achieve.  Due to the widespread use of mobile devices it is essential that schools take 
steps to ensure that these devices, both personally and school owned, are used responsibly.   
 
School owned mobile technologies such as the iPad‟s include the same Internet filtering 
system as the laptops and computers. School cameras are used solely in school situations 
with the content management occurring in school. Mobile phones are not permitted in school. 
If parents wish for their child to bring a mobile phone to school for safety reasons, the class 
teacher will keep it securely stored until the end of the day. Mobile technologies not owned by 
the school do not have access to the schools secure Internet connection. 

 
Legal guidance relating to cyber bullying using mobile phones and online services is outlined 
in the appendix. More information about how to help students protect themselves from cyber 
bullying is available from the Child Protection section of WISENET. Cyber bullying will not be 
tolerated, will always be taken very seriously and will be dealt with immediately. 
 

 Appropriate use of mobile phones will be taught to pupils as part of their PSHE 
programme. 

 Emerging technologies will be examined for educational benefit and a risk assessment 
will be carried out before use in school is allowed. 

 The sending of abusive or inappropriate text messages is forbidden and will be covered 
within PSHE and E-safety lessons. 
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 Mobile devices that are brought in to school remain the responsibility of the user.  The 
school accepts no responsibility for the loss, theft or damage of such items. 

 School staff authorised by the Head teacher may search pupils or their possessions, and 
confiscate any mobile device they believe is being used to contravene school policy, 
constitute a prohibited item, is considered harmful, or detrimental to school discipline.  If it 
is suspected that the material contained on the mobile device relates to a criminal 
offence, the device will be handed over to the Police for investigation. 

 Mobile devices may be used during lessons or formal school time as part of approved and 
directed curriculum based activity.   

 Mobile devices are not permitted to be used in certain areas or situations within the 
school site e.g. changing rooms or toilets, situations of emotional distress etc. 

 Where staff may need to contact children, young people and their families within or 
outside of the setting in a professional capacity, they should only do so via an approved 
school account (e.g. e-mail, phone, social media) In exceptional circumstances there may 
be a need to use their own personal devices and account; this should be notified to a 
senior member of staff ASAP. 

 Staff should be provided with school equipment for the taking photos or videos of pupils 
linked to an educational intention.  In exceptional circumstances staff may need to use 
personal devices for such a purpose and when doing so, should ensure they comply with 
the school’s Responsible Use Agreement. 

 For the safeguarding of all involved, users are encouraged to connect mobile devices 
through the school wireless provision and service that allows the ability to filter any device 
that uses the school Internet connection, without having to configure the user’s device. 

 The school will take steps to monitor responsible use in accordance with the Responsible 
Use Policy 

 

10.4 Video Conferencing 

The use of video conferencing (including FaceTime, Skype and Lync) enables users to see 
and hear each other between different locations.  This „real time‟ interactive technology has 
many potential benefits in education and where possible should take place using the school‟s 
wireless system. 
 

 Staff must refer to any Responsible Use agreements prior to children taking part in 
videoconferences. 

 All video conferencing equipment in the classroom must be switched off when not in use 
and not set to auto answer. 

 Pupils will ask permission from a teacher before making or answering a video conference 
call. 

 Video conferencing will be supervised appropriately for the pupil’s age and ability. 
 

10.5 Emerging Technologies 

In this ever-changing world many emerging communications technologies offer the potential 
to develop new teaching and learning tools, including mobile communications, Internet 
access, collaboration and multimedia tools.  A risk assessment should be completed on each 
new technology and assessed for effective and safe practice in classroom use.  The safest 
approach is to deny access until a risk assessment has been completed and safety has been 
established. 
 

 Emerging technologies will be examined for educational benefit and a risk assessment 
will be carried out before use in Neston School is allowed. 

 

10.6 Cyber Bullying 

Cyber bullying can be defined as “The use of Information Communication Technology, 
particularly mobile phones and the internet, to deliberately hurt or upset someone” DCSF 
2007.   
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For most, using the Internet and mobile devices is a positive and creative part of their 
everyday life.  Unfortunately, technologies can also be used negatively.  It is essential that 
young people, school staff, parents and carers understand how cyber bullying is different from 
other forms of bullying, how it can affect people and how to respond and combat misuse.  
Promoting a culture of confident users will support innovation and safety.   
 
Cyber bullying (along with all other forms of bullying) of or by any member of the school 
community will not be tolerated.  Full details are set out in the school‟s behaviour, anti-bullying 
and child protection policies, which should include: 
 

 Clear procedures set out to investigate incidents or allegations of cyber bullying. 

 Clear procedures in place to support anyone in the school community affected by cyber 
bullying. 

 All incidents of cyber bullying reported to the school will be recorded. 

 The school will take steps to identify the bully, where possible and appropriate.  This may 
include examining school system logs, identifying and interviewing possible witnesses, 
and contacting the ISP and the police, if necessary. 

 Pupils, staff and parents/carers will be required to work with the school to support the 
approach to cyber bullying and the school’s E-Safety ethos. 

 

10.7 Data Protection 

The quantity and variety of data held on pupils, families and on staff is expanding quickly.  
While this data can be very useful in improving services, data could be mishandled, stolen or 
misused.  The Data Protection Act 1998 gives individuals the right to know what information is 
held about them and provides a framework to ensure that personal information is handled 
properly.  It promotes openness in the use of personal information.   
 

Schools will already have information about their obligations under the Act; this section is a 
reminder that all data from which people can be identified is protected.  For advice and 
guidance relating to a contravention of the Act, contact www.wiltshire.gov.uk  
 

Personal data will be recorded, processed, transferred and made available 
according to the Data Protection Act 1998. 

10.8 The Prevent Duty – to protect children from the risk of radicalisation 
and extremism 

In order for Neston to fulfil the Prevent duty, it is essential that staff are able to identify 
children who may be vulnerable to radicalisation, and know what to do when they are 
identified. Protecting children from the risk of radicalisation should be seen as part of schools‟ 
wider safeguarding duties, and is similar in nature to protecting children from other harms 
(e.g. drugs, gangs, neglect, sexual exploitation), whether these come from within their family 
or are the product of outside influences. 
 
Neston intends to build pupils‟ resilience to radicalisation by promoting fundamental British 
values and enabling them to challenge extremist views. It is important to emphasise that the 
Prevent duty is not intended to stop pupils debating controversial issues. On the contrary, 
schools should provide a safe space in which children, young people and staff can 
understand the risks associated with terrorism and develop the knowledge and skills to be 
able to challenge extremist arguments. 
 
At Neston School we foster a holistic approach to safeguarding to promote pupils‟ welfare and 
prevent radicalisation and extremism the instigators of these views often exploit Social Media 
routes to promote their beliefs.  
 

 Staff will use the guidance within 10.2 of this policy and it is to be covered within 
PSHE and E-safety lessons. 

 Additional resources can be found section 16  
  

http://www.wiltshire.gov/
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11.  Introducing the Policy to Pupils 
Many pupils are very familiar with Internet use and the culture that surrounds it.  As part of the 
school‟s E-Safety teaching and awareness-raising we will discuss the key features with pupils 
/ students as appropriate for their age.  Pupils may need to be reminded of the school rules at 
the point of Internet use.   

 Rules for Internet access will be posted in all rooms where computers are used.   

 A module on responsible Internet use and E-Safety will be included in the curriculum 
covering both school and home use. This will include the necessity of keeping personal 
information safe, how to use mobile technologies appropriately and using online 
communication appropriately. 

 Instruction on responsible and safe use should precede Internet access. 

 Pupils will be informed that Internet use will be monitored.  

 All Key Stage 2 pupils will use the E-Safety activities from the Wiltshire primary schools 
ICT Scheme of Work and / or the Internet Proficiency Scheme, (available from Becta / 
Grid Club Internet Proficiency Scheme: section 16) to help teach Internet Safety 

 

12.  Parents and E-Safety 

Internet use in pupils‟ homes is increasing rapidly, encouraged by offers of free access and 
continual media coverage.  Unless parents are aware of the dangers, pupils may have 
unrestricted access to the Internet.  The school may be able to help parents plan appropriate, 
supervised use of the Internet at home.  Parents should also be advised to check if pupil‟s 
use elsewhere, such as libraries, is covered by an appropriate use policy.  Parents need to be 
aware of the potential dangers that are associated with online communications, social 
networking sites and mobile technologies to help ensure their children are not putting 
themselves at risk.  We aim to support parents and inform them of any potential E-Safety 
issues children may encounter out of school. 

We will be able to advise parents of websites to support them with any concerns.  

 Parents’ attention will be drawn to the School E-Safety Policy and Responsible Users 
Guide RUP in our newsletter, the school prospectus and on the school Website. 

 Information will be provided to parents about how to ensure they can work with the school 
to ensure this resource is used appropriately both within school and home. 

 Internet issues will be handled sensitively to inform parents without undue alarm. 

 A partnership approach with parents will be encouraged.  This could include 
demonstrations, practical sessions and suggestions for safe Internet use at home. 

 Advice on filtering systems and educational and leisure activities that include responsible 
use of the Internet will be made available to parents. 

 Interested parents will be referred to organisations such as PIN, Parents Online and NCH 
Action for Children (URLs in reference section). 

 All parents will receive support information as and when available, e.g. Know It All for 
Parents. 

13.  Consulting with Staff and their inclusion in the E-
Safety Policy 

It is important that teachers and learning support assistants are confident to use the Internet 
in their work.  The School E-Safety Policy will only be effective if all staff subscribe to its 
values and methods.  A consistent approach to how it is used is essential across the school. 
Schools that have a clear set of acceptable use rules that are fairly and consistently applied 
generally have fewer incidences of misuse and online bullying incidences. Staff should be 
given opportunities to discuss the issues and develop appropriate teaching strategies.  All 
members of staff including supply staff, parent helpers and visitors will have access to this 
policy.  
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All school staff need to be aware that they are subject to the same conditions as any Wiltshire 
County Council employee on Internet misuse.  

Internet use is widespread and all staff including administration, caretaker, governors and 
helpers should be included in appropriate awareness-raising and training.  Any groups using 
the school‟s ICT facilities and in particular the Internet should sign a copy of the acceptable 
use policy before being provided with access.  Internet use will be included in the induction of 
new staff. If a member of staff is concerned about any aspect of their ICT or Internet use 
either on or off site, they should discuss this with their senior leader to avoid any possible 
misunderstanding. 

 All staff including teachers, supply staff, classroom assistants and support staff, will be 
provided with the School Internet Policy, and its importance explained. 

 The school‟s consequences for Internet and mobile phone / PDA / technology misuse will 
be clear so that all teachers are confident to apply this should the situation arise. 

 All staff must accept the terms of the „Responsible Internet Use‟ statement before using 
any Internet resource in school. 

 Staff should be aware that Internet traffic is monitored and reported by the School Care  
and can be traced to the individual user.  Discretion and professional conduct is essential. 

 Community users of the school‟s ICT facilities must sign the acceptable user policy before 
being granted access.   

 The school will adopt the Council‟s e-mail and Internet user policy. 

 The monitoring of Internet use is a sensitive matter.  Senior management should 
supervise staff that operate monitoring procedures. 

  Staff development in safe and responsible Internet use and on the school Internet policy 
will be provided as required.  

 Up-to-date and appropriate staff training in safe and responsible Internet use, both 
professionally and personally, will be provided for all members of staff. 

 All members of staff will be made aware that their online conduct out of school could have 
an impact on their role and reputation within school.  Civil, legal or disciplinary action 
could be taken if they are found to bring the profession or institution into disrepute, or if 
something is felt to have undermined confidence in their professional abilities. 

 

14.  How will complaints be handled? 
Prompt action will be required if a complaint is made.  The facts of the case will need to be 
established, for instance whether the Internet use was within or outside school.  The teacher 
as part of normal class discipline may deal with a minor transgression of the rules.  Other 
situations could potentially be serious and a range of sanctions will be required, linked to the 
school‟s behaviour policy.  All record of the incident should be kept, e.g. e-mails saved or 
printed, text messages saved etc. Complaints of a child protection nature must be dealt with 
in accordance with the LA Child Protection procedures. 

 Responsibility for handling incidents will be delegated to a senior member of staff – the 
Head Teacher or a member of SLT if the Head Teacher is unavailable.  

 Any complaint about staff misuse must be referred to the Head Teacher. 

 Pupils and parents will be informed of the complaints procedure. 

 Parents and pupils will need to work in partnership with staff to resolve issues. 

 As with drugs issues, there may be occasions when the police must be contacted.  Early 
contact could be made to establish the legal position and discuss strategies. 

 



 

 

 

Neston Primary School 
 

Responsible Internet Use 

 
 

These rules help us to be fair to others and keep everyone safe. 

 I will ask permission before using the Internet.   

 I will use only my class network login and password.  

 I will only open or delete my own files.  

 I understand that I must not bring into school and use software or files 
without permission. 

 I will only e-mail and open attachments from people I know, or my teacher 
has approved during guided sessions. 

 The messages I send will be polite and sensible and only during guided 
sessions.  

 I understand that I must never give my home address or phone number, or 
arrange to meet someone. 

 If I see anything I am unhappy with or I receive messages I do not like, I 
will tell a teacher immediately.  

 I understand that the school may check my computer files, e-mails I send 
and the Internet sites I visit. 

 I understand that if I deliberately break these rules, I may not be allowed to 
use the Internet or computers. 

 

School Care monitors all Internet use and will notify the police and Local Authority if an illegal website is 
accessed.) 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
   
 
 

Responsible Internet Use 

 
 
Dear Parents 
 
As part of your child‟s curriculum and the development of Information 
Communication Technologies (ICT) skills, Neston Primary School provides 
supervised access to the Internet.  We believe that the effective use of the 
World Wide Web and e-mail is worthwhile and is an essential skill for children 
as they grow up in the modern world.  We would appreciate it if you could 
read the attached Rules for Responsible Internet Use and sign and return the 
consent form. 

Although there are concerns about pupils having access to undesirable 
materials, we have taken positive steps to reduce this risk in our school.  Our 
school Internet provider, the School Care operates a filtering system that 
restricts access to inappropriate materials.  

Whilst every endeavour is made to ensure that suitable restrictions are placed 
on the ability of children to access inappropriate materials, we hope you 
appreciate that the World Wide Web is constantly evolving and therefore there 
is always a small risk involved. The aim of our ICT curriculum is to ensure that 
your child knows how to deal appropriately with any issues that could arise.  

Should you wish to discuss any aspect of Internet use, please do not hesitate 
to contact your child‟s class teacher.  

 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
Pam Evans 
Head Teacher 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

Neston Primary School 
Responsible Internet Use Agreement 

Please complete, sign and return to the school 

Pupil:  Class:  

Pupil’s Agreement 

I have read and I understand the school Rules for Responsible Internet Use.  I 
will use the computer system and Internet in a responsible way and follow 
these rules at all times.   

Signed:  Date:  

Parent’s Consent for Internet Access 

I have read and understood the school rules for responsible Internet use and 
give permission for my son / daughter to access the Internet.  I understand 
that the school will take all reasonable precautions to ensure pupils cannot 
access inappropriate materials.  I understand that the school cannot be held 
responsible for the nature or content of materials accessed through the 
Internet.   

Signed:  Date:  

Please print name:  

Parent’s Consent for Web Publication of Work and Photographs 

I agree that, if selected, my son/daughter‟s work may be published on the 
school Website.  I also agree that images, sound files and video that include 
my son/daughter may be published subject to the school rules that this 
content will not clearly identify individuals and that full names will not be used. 

Signed:  Date:  
 
 

 
 



 

 

Parental consent form for use of pupil media 

At Neston Primary School we take the issue of child safety very seriously, and this includes the 
use of images / sound files and video of pupils.  Including images of pupils in school publications 
and on the school website can be motivating for the pupils involved, and provide a good 
opportunity to promote the work of the school. However, we have a duty of care towards pupils, 
which means that pupils must remain unidentifiable, reducing the risk of inappropriate contact, if 
images are used in this way.  

We ask that parents consent to the school taking and using photographs and images of their 
children.  Any use of pupil images at our school is underpinned by our E-Safety policy.  We will 
never include the full name of the pupil alongside an image.  

Please complete, sign and return this form to the school office.  

I consent to photographs and digital media of the child named below, appearing in Neston 
Primary School, printed publications or on the school website.  I understand that the images will 
be used only for educational purposes and that the identity of my child will be protected.  I also 
acknowledge that the images may also be used in and distributed by other media, such as CD-
ROM, as part of the promotional activities of our school. 

Name of child: .......................................................................................... 
 
 
Name of parent: ..................................................................... 
 
 
Address: ................................................................................................... 
 
.................................................................................................................. 
 
.................................................................................................................. 
 
 
Signature: ................................................... 
 
 
Date: ........................................................... 
 

Queries regarding this form should be addressed to Pam Evans, Head teacher. 



 

 

Neston Primary School Laptop policy  
 
1. The laptop remains the property of Neston Primary School.  
2. The laptop is allocated to a named member of staff and is their responsibility.  If another 

member of staff borrows it, the responsibility still stays with the teacher allocated.  Only 
Neston Primary School Staff should use the laptop. 

3. On the teacher leaving the school‟s employment, the laptop is returned to Neston Primary 
School. Staff on extended leave of 4 weeks and over should return their laptops to the school 
(other than by prior agreement with the Head Teacher). 

4. When in school and not being used, the laptop must be kept in an office, locked room or 
drawer.  It must not be left in an unlocked, unattended classroom. 

5. Whenever possible, the laptop must not be left in an unattended car.  If there is a need to do 
so it should be locked in the boot. 

6. The laptop must not be taken abroad, other than as part of a school trip and its use agreed by 
prior arrangement with the Head Teacher with evidence of adequate insurance.  

7. Staff may load their own software onto the laptop but it must be fully licensed and not corrupt 
any software or systems already installed on the laptop. 

8. Any software loaded must not affect the integrity of the school network.  
9. If any removable media is used then it must be checked to ensure it is free from any viruses.  
10. It will be the responsibility of the member of staff to ensure virus protection software that has 

been installed on the laptop is kept up-to-date.  
11. Staff must use their laptop in school on the network at least once a week to ensure virus 

protection is automatically updated. 
12. Staff should not attempt to significantly alter the computer settings other than to personalise 

their desktop working area. 
13. Students must never use the laptop. 
14. If any fault occurs with the laptop, it should be referred immediately to the Network Manager. 
15. When being transported, the carrying case supplied must be used at all times. 
16. The laptop would be covered by normal household insurance.  If not it should be kept in 

school and locked up overnight. 
 

Policy for responsible e-mail, network and Internet use for Neston Primary 
School 
 
1. I will use all Information Communication Technologies (ICT) equipment issued to me in an 

appropriate way. I will not: 

 Access offensive website or download offensive material. 

 Make excessive personal use of the Internet or e-mail. 

 Copy information from the Internet that is copyright or without the owner‟s permission. 

 Place inappropriate material onto the Internet. 

 Will not send e-mails that are offensive or otherwise inappropriate. 

 Disregarded my responsibilities for security and confidentiality. 

 Download files that will adversely affect the security of the laptop and school network. 

 Access the files of others or attempt to alter the computer settings. 

 Update web pages etc. or use pictures or text that can identify the school, without the 
permission of the Head Teacher. 

 Attempt to repair or interfere with the components, software or peripherals of any 
computer that is the property of Neston Primary School. 

2. I will only access the system with my own name and registered password, which I will keep 
secret.  

3. I will inform the Network Manager/School‟s Technician as soon as possible if I know my 
password is no longer secret. 

4. I will always log off the system when I have finished working. ·  
5. I understand that the school may, in line with policy, check my computer files and e-mails and 

may monitor the Internet sites I visit.  
6. My files should not, routinely, be password protected by my own passwords.  Should a 

confidential matter warrant this, I must gain permission from the Head Teacher and register 
the passwords with the Head Teacher. 



 

 

7. If I use removable media, I will ensure that this has been carefully checked to ensure it is free 
from any type of virus. 

8. I will always adhere to Neston Primary School Software Compliance Policy. 
9. I will not open e-mail attachments unless they come from a recognised and reputable source.  

I will bring any other attachments to the attention of the Network Manager. 
10. All joke e-mails and attachments are potentially damaging and undesirable and therefore 

should not be used.  
11. I will report immediately to the Head Teacher any unpleasant material or messages sent to 

me. 
12. I understand that a criminal offence may be committed by deliberately accessing Internet 

sites that contain certain illegal material. 
13. Use for personal financial gain, gambling, political purposes or advertising is forbidden. 
14. Storage of e-mails and attachment should be kept to a minimum to avoid unnecessary drain 

on memory and capacity. 
15. Activity that threatens the integrity of the school ICT systems, or activity that attacks or 

corrupts other systems, is forbidden. 
16. I understand that if I do not adhere to these rules, my network access will be suspended 

immediately, my laptop removed and that other disciplinary consequences may follow. 
 

 

Name........................................................... 

 

Signature: ................................................... 

 

 

Date: ........................................................... 

 

I have read and understood our school E-Safety policy. 

 

Name........................................................... 

 

Signature: ................................................... 

  



 

 

16.  Web-based Resources 

For Schools 

KidSmart - SMART rules from Childnet International and Know It All for Parents  
http://www.kidsmart.org.uk/ 
 
Childnet International - Guidance for parents, schools and pupils     
http://www.childnet-int.org/    
 
Becta - e-Safety Advice 
http://schools.becta.org.uk/index.php?section=is 
 
Becta / Grid Club, Internet Proficiency Scheme - On-line activities for Key Stage 2 pupils to 
teach e-safety. 
http://www.gridclub.com/teachers/t_internet_safety.html 
 
Kent Local Authority - Additional e-safety materials (posters, guidance etc.) 
http://www.clusterweb.org.uk/kcn/e-safety_home.cfm 
 
London Grid for Learning - Additional e-safety materials (posters, guidance etc.) 
http://www.lgfl.net/lgfl/sections/safety/esafety/menu/ 
 
DfES Anti-Bullying Advice  
http://www.dfes.gov.uk/bullying/ 
 
Grid Club   
http://www.gridclub.com/teachers/t_internet_safety.html 
 
 
Internet Watch Foundation - Invites users to report illegal Websites 
www.iwf.org.uk 
 
South West Grid for Learning – Safe - A comprehensive overview of web-based resources to 
support schools, parents and pupils 
www.swgfl.org.uk/safe 
 
South West Grid for Learning – Filtering 
http://www.swgfl.org.uk/services/default.asp?page=filtering 
 
Think U Know - Home Office site for pupils and parents explaining Internet dangers and how to 
stay in control. 
www.thinkuknow.co.uk/ 
 
Wiltshire County Council – WISENET 
http://wisenet.wiltshire.gov.uk/documents/dsweb/View/Collection-922 
 
The Prevent Duty – GOV.net 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/439598/prevent-
duty-departmental-advice-v6.pdf 

Keeping children safe in education 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/447595/KCSIE_Jul
y_2015.pdf 

UK Safer Internet Centre 
 
http://www.saferinternet.org.uk/ 
 

  

http://www.kidsmart.org.uk/
http://www.childnet-int.org/
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http://www.clusterweb.org.uk/kcn/e-safety_home.cfm
http://www.lgfl.net/lgfl/sections/safety/esafety/menu/
http://www.dfes.gov.uk/bullying/
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https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/439598/prevent-duty-departmental-advice-v6.pdf
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https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/447595/KCSIE_July_2015.pdf
http://www.saferinternet.org.uk/


 

 

For Parents 

Kids Smart - A downloadable PowerPoint presentation for parents 
http://www.kidsmart.org.uk/parents/advice.aspx 
 
Childnet International - “Know It All” CD-ROM free to order resource for parents to help raise 
awareness of how to help their children stay safe online. 
http://www.childnet-int.org/ 
 

UK Safer Internet Centre 
http://www.saferinternet.org.uk/ 
 

17.  Useful contact details: 

18. Notes on the Legal Framework 

 

This page must not be taken as advice on legal issues, but we feel that schools should be alerted 
to some of the legislation that may be relevant. 

The Computer Misuse Act 1990 makes it a criminal offence to gain access to a computer 
without permission.  The motivation could be the technical challenge, data theft or to damage the 
system or data.  The Rules for Responsible Internet Use remind users of the ownership of the 
school computer system. 

Monitoring of data on a school network could contravene Article 8 of the European Convention 
of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, e.g. the right to respect for private and family life, 
which is protected by the Human Rights Act 1998.  The Telecommunications (Lawful Practice) 
(Interception of Communications) Regulations 2000 also limit monitoring.  The 2000 Regulations 
apply to all forms of electronic monitoring and interception irrespective of whether the material 
monitored is generated by private use or in the course of the school‟s day-to-day activities.   

A school may only monitor authorised private use of a computer system if it can justify monitoring 
on the basis that it is lawful, necessary and in the interests of, amongst other things, the 
protection of health or morals or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.  Schools 
should ensure that the monitoring is not out of proportion to the harm that could be done if the 
monitoring did not take place. 

Schools could start by banning private use of a school‟s computer system, but then allow private 
use following the signing of an agreement to use the equipment under the conditions as laid out 
by the school. (A copy of the Council‟s policy is included in section 15).  The Rules for 
Responsible Internet Use, to which every user must agree, contain a paragraph that should 
ensure users are aware that the school is monitoring Internet use.  

In order to defend claims that it has breached either the 2000 Regulations or the Human Rights 
Act 1998, a school should devise procedures for monitoring, ensure monitoring is supervised by a 
senior manager and maintain a log of that monitoring.  For example, each school can review the 
websites visited by the school each day / week / month.  Though this is not user specific it does 
allow a degree of monitoring to be conducted.  All schools are also able to monitor school e-mail. 

 
Cyber-stalking & Harassment (http://wiredsafety.org/gb/stalking/index.html)  

Under Section 1 of the Malicious Communications Act 1998 it is an offence to send an indecent, 
offensive or threatening letter, electronic communication or other article to another person and 
under Section 43 of the Telecommunications Act 1984 it is a similar offence to send a telephone 
message which is indecent, offensive or threatening.  In both cases the offence is punishable with 
up to six months‟ imprisonment and/or a fine of up to £5000.  As the Malicious Communications 

http://www.kidsmart.org.uk/parents/advice.aspx
http://www.childnet-int.org/
http://www.saferinternet.org.uk/
http://wiredsafety.org/gb/stalking/index.html
http://wiredsafety.org/gb/stalking/malicious_communications.html
http://wiredsafety.org/gb/stalking/malicious_communications.html#telecommunications
http://wiredsafety.org/gb/stalking/malicious_communications.html


 

 

Offence is more wide-ranging than the Telecommunications offence it is more likely to be used by 
the Police than the Telecommunications Act offence. 

In most cases involving malicious communications or cyber-stalking however there will be more 
than one offensive or threatening letter or telephone call and therefore the police will often choose 
to charge the offender with an offence contrary to Section 2 of the Protection from Harassment 
Act 1997; also punishable with up to six months‟ imprisonment.  Part of the reason for using this 
charge is that when someone is convicted of an offence under the Protection from Harassment 
Act 1997 the court can make a Restraining Order preventing them from contacting their victim 
again.  Breach of a Restraining Order is punishable with up to five years‟ imprisonment.  A 
Restraining Order cannot be imposed for a conviction under the Malicious Communications or 
Telecommunications Acts. 

If the e-mails, cyber-stalking etc. causes the victim to fear that violence will be used against them 
then the police can choose to charge the offender with an offence contrary to Section 4 of the 
Protection from Harassment Act 1997 which is punishable with up to five years‟ imprisonment and 
also allows the court to make a Restraining Order. 

If the e-mails, cyber-stalking etc. is racist in nature or motivated by religious hostility then charges 
could be brought of Racially or Religiously-Aggravated Harassment contrary to Sections 32(1)(a) 
or 32(1)(b) of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998.  If convicted offenders could face up to 7 years‟ 
imprisonment. 

The fact that an offensive telephone call, letter e-mail etc. may be received in the course of work 
and have been sent by a work colleague or manager does not justify the message or prevent it 
being an offence.  Offensive messages sent within the workplace can still constitute criminal 
offences.  In addition they may justify a claim for constructive dismissal and compensation under 
employment law. 

In many situations the recipient of malicious messages knows who the sender is.  It may be a 
former partner or a relative, which may mean that the victim is reluctant to involve the police.  In 
those circumstances the victim could consider taking out an Injunction under Section 3 of the 
Protection from Harassment Act 1997.  However we would always advise informing the police 
especially if the messages are in any way threatening.  Even if the police decide not to prosecute 
they may give the offender a formal warning, which could be used in evidence if they repeated 
their behaviour in future. 

In addition to criminal prosecutions victims of harassment can sue the offender under Section 3 of 
the Protection from Harassment Act 1997 for damages arising out of the anxiety caused by the 
harassment and any financial loss it caused. 

Data Protection 

The quantity and variety of data held on pupils, families and on staff is expanding quickly.  While 
this data can be very useful in improving services, data could be mishandled, stolen or misused.  
The Data Protection Act 1998 gives individuals the right to know what information is held about 
them and provides a framework to ensure that personal information is handled properly.  It 
promotes openness in the use of personal information.   
 

Schools will already have information about their obligations under the Act; this section is a 
reminder that all data from which people can be identified is protected.  For advice and guidance 
relating to a contravention of the Act, contact www.wiltshire.gov.uk  
 

 Personal data will be recorded, processed, transferred and made available according to the 
Data Protection Act 1998. 

http://wiredsafety.org/gb/stalking/malicious_communications.html
http://wiredsafety.org/gb/stalking/harassment.html#section2
http://wiredsafety.org/gb/stalking/harassment.html#section2
http://wiredsafety.org/gb/stalking/harassment.html
http://wiredsafety.org/gb/stalking/harassment.html
http://wiredsafety.org/gb/stalking/harassment.html#section4
http://wiredsafety.org/gb/stalking/harassment.html#section4
http://wiredsafety.org/gb/stalking/racial_religious.html
http://wiredsafety.org/gb/stalking/harassment.html#section3
http://wiredsafety.org/gb/stalking/harassment.html#section3
http://wiredsafety.org/gb/stalking/harassment.html#section3
http://wiredsafety.org/gb/stalking/harassment.html#section3
http://www.wiltshire.gov/


 

 

19.  Glossary of Terms 

 
Blog – Short for Web Log, an online diary 
 
DCSF - Department for Children, Schools and Families 
 
Podcast – a downloadable sound recording that can be played on computers and MP3 
players 
School Care, which provides Internet access and associated managed services to our 
school.  
 
Social Networking – websites that allow people to have “pages” that allow them to 
share pictures, video and sound and information about themselves with online friends 
 
Video Blogging – online videos that can be uploaded via a web cam 
 
Web 2 Technologies – a collection of online web services that are based around 
communicating/sharing information  
 
 
 

Name........................................................... 

 

Signature: ................................................... 


